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E C H O 
The Ontario Municipal Human Resource Association Newsletter 

PRESIDENT'S HOLIDAY GREETINGS 

Louise Ann Riddell, President, OMHRA  

As we quickly approach the end of another year, I can’t help but to reflect on all the great successes 
2015 has brought for OMHRA.   

It doesn’t seem so long ago that we welcomed three new directors: Mark Amorosi from the City of 
Guelph, Jane Albright from the Region of Waterloo and Yakov Sluchenkov from Hamilton’s Police 
Services during our fall conference.  

Our two conference calls, hosted by Hicks Morley, were successful in increasing involvement in the 
OMHRA. The Pay Equity conference call reminded us of our continued obligations under the Pay 
Equity Legislation which was followed by a very well attended one day seminar. Our second 
conference call provided OMHRA members with the opportunity to assist in the development of 
OMHRA’s response to the “Ministry of Labour’s “Changing Workplaces Review.” We were very 
pleased with the strong participation during both conference calls and are committed to using this 
method of outreach and collaboration as we continue to increase our advocacy role.   

Our education committee members are to be congratulated and commended for their efforts to 
ensuring quality programming and learning sessions were delivered during our workshop, conference 
and one day sessions; key elements to the success of these events.  

I would also like to thank our board members: Chrissy Shannon, Susan Shannon and Christine Ball 
for their dedication on behalf of our Association. Your tireless efforts and contributions helped to 
make 2015 a truly remarkable and successful year for the OMHRA.  

During my daughter’s graduation last week, the key note speaker reminded me of the ancient African 
proverb: “If you want to go fast, go alone, if you want to go further, go together.” I believe that 
eloquently defines the mandate of the current board.   

On behalf of the OMHRA Board Members, I would like to wish you and your family a prosperous and 
bright year ahead. We are excited about the possibilities 2016 will bring for OMHRA and it is our hope 
that 2016 is filled with much laughter, happiness and peace. 

We will be meeting in February to review our strategic priorities and together we will determine the 
milestones for successfully achieving our goals.  

Please mark your calendars for the Spring Workshop which will once again be held at the 
Niagara Falls Hilton on April 13 to 15, 2016.  
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MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Chrissy Shannon, Executive Director, OMHRA 

As we wrap-up another year, I reflect on 2015 and would like take this opportunity to thank our 2015 
Sponsors.  We couldn’t do it without you, and we are very grateful for your support.  Please refer to the 
list of the 2015 OMHRA Sponsors below.  If you are interested in contacting a sponsor, please visit 
www.omhra.ca and follow our Sponsor page to see a link to their website. 
 

Sponsorship allows OMHRA to provide two conferences and one-day workshops each year to 
municipal HR professionals.  This gives our members an opportunity to connect, network and learn 
from the educational offerings and each other.   
 

Looking forward to 2016, our Spring Workshop will be held April 13-15th at the Hilton Fallsview Hotel 
in Niagara Falls.  OMHRA’s room reservation site is open and members are able to begin booking their 
rooms.  Please follow the Hilton Fallsview OMHRA link to access the reservation site.  Details on the 
theme, agenda and event registration will be available at the beginning of February. 
 

Mark it on your calendars… OMHRA’s Fall Conference will be held September 14-16, 2016 at the 
Nottawasaga Inn in Alliston, Ontario. 
 

I would also like to thank all of the individuals who volunteered their time with OMHRA in 2015.  This 
includes the Board of Directors, various committee members, event volunteers and the ECHO editor, 
Jennifer Di Martino.  Thanks for all your help in 2015 and I look forward to working with you in 2016! 
The 2016 OMHRA membership dues invoices will be emailed out to members the first week of January, 
so please check your email for those invoices.  The membership fees will not increase in 2016 and will 
remain the same as 2015. 
 

I would also like to remind members to send in new collective agreements for entering into the LRIS.  
Send us a Word and pdf version and we will update or add the new agreement into the system.  If you 
would like other municipal HR professionals to find out about your newly ratified agreement, we 
encourage you to write a brief summary for us to send out an email blast to members. 
 

Enjoy the holiday season and all the best in 2016! 

 

http://www.omhra.ca/
http://www.hilton.com/en/hi/groups/personalized/X/XLVNFHF-OMHRA-20160411/index.jhtml?WT.mc_id=POG
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THANK YOU TO OUR 2015 SPONSORS 

Platinum                                  

Special Benefits Insurance Services  

Gold Level              

Buffett Taylor & Associates     SqueakyWheel Communications Inc. 

Municipal Retirees’ Organization of Ontario   eSolutionsGroup 

Mosey & Mosey 

Silver Level              

Acclaim Ability Management Inc.     muniSERV 

Bernardi Human Resource Law LLP    Municipal World 

University of Waterloo – Cooperative Education & Career Action 

Bronze Level              

AFIMAC Canada       Xpera Risk Mitigation & Investigation 

Dunsmore Wearing LLP      Sherrard Kuzz LLP 

Emond Harnden LLP      Odgers Berndston 

ENCON Group Inc.       Mohawk College Enterprise 

Gallagher McDowall Associates     Keyser Mason Ball LLP 

Public Services Health & Safety Association  

General Level              

Business Resource Strategies     Knowles Leadership Group 

Collins Barrow       Krecklo Municipal Consultants 

Eagle Investigations       Mercer 

Eliquo Training & Development Inc.    Ontario Municipal Leadership Institute 

Employee Development Learning Solutions   Phelps Group 

Halogen Software       Prism Group International 

HR Metrics Service       PROergonomics 

HR Systems Strategies Inc.     Prolific Investigations Inc. 

International Tele-Film/Visual Education    Ravenhill Group Inc. 

Johnstone & Cowling LLP      TalentMap 

Venngo Inc. 

 

OMHRA would also like to acknowledge the generous support of: 

Hicks Morley Hamilton Stewart Storie LLP 
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MESSAGE FROM THE PAST EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Christine Ball, Past Executive Director, OMHRA 

At our fall conference my service with OMHRA was recognized and I wanted to take this opportunity to 
thank you all so very much for the tributes as well as my beautiful necklace which I will treasure always.    

When I joined the (former) Pension and Benefits Committee over 20 years ago I would never have 
imagined that I would end up as OMHRA’s Executive Director.  If you have an interest in any aspect of 
OMHRA I would encourage you to seek out a volunteer position on one of its current committees. 

I thank all the boards that I have served for seeing the potential in me. I must also thank the membership 
for all of your continued support.  It has been a lot of fun and I couldn’t think of a better way to close 
out my career. 

I would also like to thank all of the OMHRA sponsors, so many loyal sponsors who have supported us 
for years, you really are an important and integral part of OMHRA and it has been a pleasure working 
with you. 

In June of this year I spoke at the AMCTO conference in Thunder Bay on the topic of succession 
planning and afterward one of the delegates came to chat.  She said “you know when we were young 
someone saw the potential in us and they gave us a chance” and that really resounded with me.  
Immediately I could remember the person’s name who gave me my break, I worked for OMERS at the 
time and his name was Gerry Tyson.   I was young and green in my early 20s and I went to talk to him 
and said that I thought I could do a lot more than my current job and I would like to work in 
communications.  Well, somehow he saw potential in me and gave me that break, so I would encourage 
those of you who are now part of the senior team to have a look around and realize the potential of 
those coming up in the ranks behind.  Mentor them, give them the opportunity to prove themselves just 
as someone gave it to you.  And for those of you who are beginning your career, ask for opportunities 
to learn and grow. 

I would like to take this opportunity to recognize Chrissy and Susan Shannon for making the transition 
from me to them so seamless; you have a fantastic new Executive Director in Chrissy.  You are in good 
hands! 

I will be around until April on an advisor basis and I look forward to seeing some of you at the spring 
workshop.   

All the very best to you all and Happy Holidays! 
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OMHRA ECHO CONTRIBUTORS 

Audie McCarthy      Megan Burkett 

Susan Farrelly       Asha Rampersad 

Casey M. Dockenforff     Stephanie Jeronimo 

Karen Knox       Julia Nanos 

Holly Ewing-Murphy 

 

 

OMHRA 2016 SPRING CONFERENCE                                           

                

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SAVE THE DATE! 
 

April 13 to 15, 2016 
 

Hilton Hotel & Suites 
Niagara Falls Fallsview 

 
Please use the link below to 

reserve your room. 
 

Hilton Niagara Falls Room Reservations 

http://www.hilton.com/en/hi/groups/personalized/X/XLVNFHF-OMHRA-20160411/index.jhtml?WT.mc_id=POG
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ESSENTIAL LEADERSHIP SKILLS FOR THE MUNICIPAL 

WORKPLACE 
 

Audie McCarthy, President and CEO of Mohawk College Enterprise 
 

Strong leadership in today’s municipalities is more important than ever. Shrinking budgets, increased 
demand for accountability and changing demographics all pose new challenges. In addition, up to 45 
per cent of municipal managers will retire within the next five years, according to the Shulich School 
of Business.  
 

This means municipalities need to ensure they have employees who are ready to lead their teams 
into the future. Here are three essential skills that leaders need in today’s municipal workplace: 
 

The power of teams 
 

Leaders need to develop a high-performing team. Recognize great teamwork and set goals for your 
members, while providing the resources they need. When a team works well together, staff members 
feel more comfortable discussing issues and offering suggestions. A strong team environment also 
fosters support. Members can help each other improve performance and work together over any 
hurdles.  
 

Managing change  
 

With restrained budgets, increasing outside partnerships and new technology, municipalities will 
definitely experience change. Because many employees fear change, it is essential that a leader be 
effective at managing during such times. 
 

If people have concerns, listen to them. Create a dialogue and encourage employees to ask 
questions. Check in on an individual basis with members of your team, especially those who have 
expressed concerns. Communicate what you know and if you don’t have all the answers, tell your 
employees that. 
 

Performance management 
 

Organizations with an effective performance management process report higher retention rates, 
improved employee engagement for increased productivity and better collaboration yielding more 
successful and timely results.  
 

Key elements of performance management include planning, monitoring and reviewing. Planning is 
about sharing organizational goals, determining objectives and establishing measures of success. 
Monitoring allows the manager to provide feedback and recognition, as well as support and guidance. 
Reviewing is about comparing the employee’s performance to objectives and includes listening to 
employee’s input, identifying opportunities and agreeing on next steps.  
 

Performance management increases accountability, as each employee's performance is routinely 
assessed and discussed and each individual knows the results they need for success.  
 

There is no doubt that municipalities will continue to face new challenges. If their leaders are 
equipped with these essential skills, they will be ready to move successfully into the future. 
 

Mohawk College Enterprise is a business-to-business corporation established by Mohawk College to prepare people and companies with the skills and 
expertise required to succeed in today's fast-paced world. Through our expert trainers, we provide training and customized solutions with the latest 
techniques and technology. Teaching performance management principles is part of our Future Ready Leadership Program, a series of customized 
leadership training sessions held one day each month, over eight months. This highly sought after program will help develop emerging leaders and 
provides; critical thinking skills and valuable insight that will prepare and address organizational change management. Audie McCarthy is president and 
CEO of MCE. For information, please contact Audie at 905-575-2525 or amccarthy@mcecor.com.  

mailto:amccarthy@mcecor.com
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ADDED PEACE OF MIND 

Green Shield Canada’s Prism health and dental plans now deliver even more protection to those 
individuals who are losing or not eligible for group health benefits. 

With costs escalating, provincial health insurance plans limiting, reducing 

or eliminating coverage for many health-related services, and many 

organizations capping, cutting or eliminating healthcare benefits, the need 

for individual supplemental health insurance is more essential than ever 

before. This is especially true for those who are losing or not eligible for 

group benefits through their employer, including: 

• Retirees • Staff facing job loss 

• Part-time and contract workers 

• Students and overage dependents 

• Divorcees and surviving spouses 

Thankfully, by taking advantage of the economical, yet comprehensive 

healthcare coverage offered by Green Shield Canada’s Prism health and 

dental programs, these individuals can gain the security they deserve, 

knowing they have protection against both unexpected and routine 

healthcare expenses they’d typically have to pay for out of their own 

pocket, including prescription drugs, dental care, visits to registered 

therapists and specialists such as chiropractors, and much more. 

Understanding that everyone’s healthcare needs and finances are 

unique, Prism offers individuals three programs to choose from – Prism 

Spectra, Prism Precision and Prism Continuum. Within each of these 

programs are four different plans, each offering varying levels of 

coverage. 

Eight of the twelve Prism plans available offer guaranteed acceptance if 

coming off a group plan – with no medical questions or exams required 

– an important consideration if an individual has any pre-existing medical 

conditions. Individuals coming off  ANY  group plan are eligible to 

apply, no  matter  who  their  prior  coverage  was  with. 

 

More out-of-pocket protection than ever  

Best of all, numerous enhancements have been made to Prism 
plans this year, plus a NEW Level 4 Plan with higher maximums 
is now available, giving individuals even more protection against 
healthcare expenses. 
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Why Prism Health and Dental? 

Faster underwriting – We typically process applications in just 10 days, unlike many providers who 
can take up to 8 weeks. 

No waiting period – Once your application is approved your coverage will become effective on the 
first day of the following month, unlike some plans that make you wait months before you can take full 
advantage of all your benefits. 

Special rates for families – Recognizing that families may have an even greater need for coverage, 
Prism has separate rates for families, unlike many providers who only offer per person rates. 

Fewer rate increases – Prism Plans typically only incur rate increases every two years, unlike many 
plans that raise their rates annually. 

The Smart Solution 

By providing individuals with information about Prism, you’ll help them gain the critical individual 
healthcare coverage they need.  NO employer contributions, contractual obligation or fees are required 
on your part.  Simply distribute our Prism material to those individuals who are losing or not eligible for 
group benefits and we’ll do the rest.  You can request Prism brochures and enrollment packages by 
phone, fax or online – whatever works best for you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A trusted, established and respected company 

As Canada’s leading agency for individual health and dental plans and the exclusive 
partner for Green Shield Canada’s Prism health and dental programs, we market and 
administer the Prism plans, while the billings, claims and risk are managed by Green 
Shield Canada. 

 

      
  

Learn More 
If you have any questions, want more information about Prism or would like to receive Prism 
packages to distribute to your employees, simply: 
 

 Visit our website at www.sbis.ca/OMHRA 
 Send an email to general@sbis.ca 
 Call us at 1-800-667-0429 or 416-601-0429 between 8:45 am and 4:45 pm ET 

 

You won’t get an automated response like you will with many companies.  Instead, you’ll speak 
directly to one of our helpful Customer Service Representatives.  We care enough to answer each 
call personally. 

 
 

http://www.sbis.ca/OMHRA
mailto:general@sbis.ca
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A FOCUS ON THE HEALTH ASPECT OF SAFETY AT THE COUNTY OF 

WELLINGTON                                                                                          

HEALTH AND SAFETY – VIEWS FROM THE TOP 

Taken from the Conference Board of Canada  
http://www.conferenceboard.ca/e-library/abstract.aspx?did=7451 

Health and Safety—Views From the Top is a series of executive action briefings produced by The 
Conference Board of Canada’s Health and Safety Leadership Centre, whose objective is to promote 
health and safety in Canadian organizations and build senior leadership engagement. Each briefing 
presents the views of a different public or private sector leader on health and safety. The focus is on 
the strategic role of health and safety in organizational success, and on the lessons that featured 
leaders have learned in driving organizational change and implementing a healthy and productive work 
environment.  

Like many municipalities, the County of Wellington oversees various lines of business, including 
operating a long-term care facility, libraries, tourist sites, roads, waste management, and social services 
programs. To manage all these different projects and services, the County has approximately 790 
employees and a budget of $186 million. The different lines of business at the County provide a unique 
challenge for its health and safety team. The County’s health and safety team includes the joint health 
and safety committees (JHSC) from four different lines of business representing employees from roads, 
waste services, the long-term care facility, and administration. Challenges facing the health and safety 
team and different JHSCs include ensuring that employees working in the long-term care facility are 
protected from violence, while also making sure that these same workers and those who work in safety-
sensitive positions, as may be found in roadwork, are meeting and following legislation around safety. 
Other challenges include being aware of the ergonomic risks that office workers face, including health 
risks associated with sedentary behaviour, poor posture, and repetitive tasks. However, the County’s 
health and safety program has been able to find common ground across all of its business units in one 
particular area: mental health at work. 

A County Culture  

When the County first began the journey toward enhanced health and safety accountability within its 
roads department, the members of the health and safety team engaged the employees. In an 
environment with skilled trades people accustomed to solving problems on the job, the team knew that 
a unidirectional approach would not work. The County needed to engage its people in order to fully 
understand what policies and procedures would work to address new and existing regulations in that 
particular work environment. One of the organization’s core beliefs is that front line employees know 
what works best in their business unit. Scott Wilson, Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) of the County 
of Wellington, goes to all new hire orientations and explains that it is front line employees who first see 
a health and safety issue or incident and oftentimes they’re the ones who offer the best solutions to the 
hazards. The notion is to empower those on the front lines to bring forward these issues in order to help 
find a resolution. The County’s philosophy is that safety is everyone’s responsibility, and it should be 
promoted through a top-down approach of commitment, follow-through, and role-modelling.  

The health and safety team at the County operates in a collegial way. While health and safety is 
everyone’s responsibility, the Human Resources Department oversees the health and safety team and 
they work well together to bring out the human elements of occupational safety. Together they oversee 
disability management and workers’ compensation, and assist people in being at work. The ability to 

http://www.conferenceboard.ca/e-library/abstract.aspx?did=7451
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internally manage and review short-term absences allows greater insight into the workplace. This 
includes knowing the roles and responsibilities of the positions, the environment in which employees 
work, and the stresses that can result from the work. This insight on the people side of the workplace 
is not always possible when working with a third-party provider. In the long term, these insights can 
help better accommodate workers, as well as help them return to the workplace more successfully. 
They also ensure that, if a systemic issue is encountered during the accommodation and return-to-work 
processes, arrangements can be made quickly to resolve the problem. 

Safety Through Health  

A focus on people was entrenched early on in the implementation of the health and safety program by 
putting the health and safety team under the responsibility of the Human Resources Department. With 
this focus, the County emphasizes the health in health and safety—by ensuring not only the physical 
health of its employees but their psychological health as well. Having health and safety as part of the 
Human Resources Department allows for more connectivity and integration on a range of issues. 
Sometimes supporting employees is best addressed through the health and safety team, while in other 
instances it is better for the Human Resources Department to take the lead. Working closely together 
allows both the health and safety team and the Human Resources Department to direct employees to 
the most appropriate resources. Senior leadership commitment and support is essential to the success 
of this approach. The County’s mental health strategy and initiatives are examples of the success of 
this collaboration.  

Often when we hear “health and safety,” we think of hard hats and steel-toe boots. The County has 
opened up the definition of health and safety to include every aspect of health and wellness, including 
its mental health program.  

To help managers better address mental health and conversations around mental health with 
employees, the health and safety team organized training for the County’s management team. The 
training was based on a mental health tool kit put together by the health and safety team. One of the 
key outcomes of the mental health training was helping managers understand that mental health issues 
cannot be seen as a performance management problem—nor can they be handled like one. Managers 
need to ensure that help and support are available to employees, that issues are addressed early, and 
that employees are given the guidance they need and are directed to the appropriate resources. 
Another key aspect of the training was reducing the stigma, and letting everyone know that coming 
forward with a mental health issue will not hurt their careers. The training of all 70 managers was so 
successful that the leadership team requested that all 790 County employees be trained on the mental 
health tool kit. 

Staying Grounded in Core Principles  

Well-rooted core principles have been one of the keys to the health and safety team’s success. It uses 
its core principles to evaluate and make best use of new legislation on health and safety. It assesses 
emerging wellness trends against its current programs to see how well they are addressing needs and 
requirements. Staying true to core principles means that every trend must be closely scrutinized to 
determine its overall value and benefit to health and safety. The health and safety team believes that, 
if it were to jump on every monthly or weekly trend in wellness, its programs would not be as effective 
to the employees or senior leadership. Team members are proud to have built a culture of respect and 
personal responsibility within the organization. They refer back to these core principles when meeting 
new trends in wellness and safety.  
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Evaluating Program Success  

How does the County know it is making progress in health and safety? Other than the numerous health 
and safety awards it has won over the past few years, the County takes pride in the real-life experiences 
of its employees. The ability to retain employees is among the most telling of its successes. The 
County’s roads department, for example, is representative of this success—before a few employees 
recently retired, the most junior roads employee had 20 years of experience.  

Each business unit at the County of Wellington has its own health and safety risk profile. Some 
experience unique health and safety hazards. The health and safety team measures the success of its 
programs through its ability to mitigate these specific risks. For example, 300 employees at the long-
term care facility, who can often encounter violent situations, recently went 12 months without a lost-
time injury. 

Finally, the health and safety team also measures its success by its ability to meet changes in health 
and safety legislation, as well as its ability and willingness to evaluate new trends in health and 
wellness. The members pride themselves in being leaders in this area by relying on their core principles.  

Ensuring the Sustainability of the Safety Culture  

For more than 15 years, the Human Resources Department and the health and safety team have built 
a foundation of safety that promotes the health and well-being of their employees. As with any 
organization, the ability to maintain this important and effective program and keep it grounded rests on 
the shoulders of people in key leadership roles. With some individuals moving on, and some taking 
new and expanded roles in the organization, the County is tasked with finding new leaders who have 
the capacity and vision to continue along the path of entrenching health into their safety processes. The 
focus to address these challenges will be to enhance the succession planning for the health and safety 
and human resources teams to ensure they sustain the health and safety culture throughout the 
organization. 

Acknowledgements  
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BOB GRANGER LEFT HIS MARK; ON TABLES AND COMMUNITY  

Susan Farrelly, Assistant Director of Human Resources, County of 

Wellington 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Story originally printed in the Guelph Mercury on Oct 06, 2015 
By Susan Farrelly  

GUELPH — Saying enthusiastically "Yeah Baby!" and breaking many a wine glass with his table-
thumping enthusiasm, Bob Granger antiqued several people's kitchen tables with his Guelph Ingrams 
ring.  

Bob passed away peacefully at Groves Memorial Hospital in the palliative care suite on July 26, on his 
grandson's birthday. He was 68.  

Bob was larger than life, happy-go-lucky and fun-loving. He was a Guelph Ingrams baseball champion 
times four, a County of Wellington legend, a master renovator, a father and a grandfather, among other 
accomplishments. Bob always had fun no matter what he was doing, always looked at positive side 
and was just plain old fun to be around.  

Robert Matthew (Bob) Granger was born in Guelph, on Jan. 31, 1947, to James (Scotty) and Anne 
Granger. Bob was the second youngest of four children, with siblings Pat, Larry and Nancy. The 
Granger family grew up on Suffolk Street and then Hales Crescent in Guelph. Bob's father Scotty was 
a well-known Guelph ballplayer who ran the King Edward Hotel. Bob's mother Anne worked at 
Hammonds Manufacturing in Guelph.  

Bob's older brother Larry brought Bob out to play ball with him one time and Larry stopped bringing him 
to play ball after that as Bob proved to be quite the competition. Larry's introduction of his little brother 
to the game of ball sparked a lifelong love of the sport. Bobhoned his skills during the teen years. Bob 
attended high school at John F. Ross C.V.I. and he enjoyed anything with wheels that would go fast. 

Bob Granger 

 

http://www.guelphmercury.com/news-story/5945852-bob-granger-left-his-mark-on-tables-and-community/
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He had a Kawasaki and a Honda motorbike and later in life his Chevy SSR would be his vehicle of 
choice.  

When Bob was 16 years old his father Scotty passed away. This was a difficult time for the Granger 
family, and Bob found himself spending a lot of time out at Harry and Marj Hanlon's farm on Brock 
Road. Bob frequently reminisced about his time at the farm hanging out with the Hanlon boys – Jim, 
Joe and Bill.  

Right after high school, Bob started to work for the County of Wellington in the Roads Department. Bob 
continued his education in his spare time, and took courses at McMaster and Western universities and 
achieved various diplomas. Bob married his high school sweetheart, Cindy Davis. They were married 
for 13 years and had two children, Jim and Steve. Bob later married Kathy Hargreaves. They had a son 
named Matthew, followed by 20 years of marriage, rounding out the Granger brood to three boys.  

As a young adult, Bob played for the Guelph Ingrams intercity fastball team. He was a catcher and he 
loved travelling all over Ontario playing ball. He would go into tournaments, taking the kids camping in 
the tent trailer. The Guelph Ingrams won the provincial championship in four out of the five years in the 
late 1970s and early 1980s.  

"I grew up on ball diamonds following that team," shared son Jim Granger, who is a phys-ed teacher at 
John F. Ross. "My Dad was my idol and I loved watching him play ball. It's how I learned to play ball 
and where I developed an enjoyment of camping from that time spent with Dad."  

When Bob's time on the Ingrams team came to an end, Bob played ball with his boys, friends and family 
members in the Guelph Service League.  

Over the years, Jim learned how to renovate by watching his father. "I remember Dad blew out the back 
of our house, pouring the foundation, framing it and doing constant renovations," said Jim. "Once he 
rented a jackhammer and used it for one week straight. He was good with his hands, especially at 
woodworking, and he was willing to tackle anything."  

During Bob's career at the County of Wellington, he was promoted to personnel and purchasing 
manager, a position which he enjoyed tremendously and retired from in 2005 after working 36 years at 
the County of Wellington.  

Bob mentored Andrea Lawson, director of human resources at the County of Wellington, prior to his 
retirement. "Bob had a very special way about him" described Andrea. "No matter what walk of life an 
individual came from, he made them feel valued and appreciated when he spoke with them." This made 
him exceptionally good at his career working in human resources.  

"When Bob had to make difficult HR decisions affecting staff members, they would hug him and thank 
him as they were leaving" Andrea shared. "Employees enjoyed working with him so much and they had 
the utmost respect for him."  

Bob took on several postretirement jobs including contract work with Centre Wellington Township, 
Mosey and Mosey, and HR consulting for other firms. Bob enjoyed being a lifetime member of the 
Ontario Municipal Human Resources Association (OMHRA), including time spent on its board of 
directors.  

Throughout his retirement, Bob enjoyed renovating his stone house in Fergus whom he shared with his 
partner Marti Sharpe, and spending time at their place at Pike Lake. Bob and Marti toured extensively, 
going to Ireland and Scotland, Portugal, Barbados, the Florida Keys, New Orleans, Phoenix and San 
Diego.  
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"Due to Bob's outgoing nature, we always met the most interesting characters," said Marti. "He loved 
taking the back-roads to check out the crops and find a local establishment where he could have a 
beverage and some conversation with anyone who happened to be nearby."  

In April 2013, while away with Marti on a golf week near Coco Beach, Fla., Bob experienced pain in his 
rib cage that would not go away. Upon returning home and after several tests and medical 
appointments, it was determined that he had stage IV lung and bone cancer. Although only expected 
to live one year, he lived for over two years despite also developing brain cancer.  

Bob continued to live life to the fullest during that time. In the last two years Bob and Marti managed 
two trips to both Florida and Arizona, and road trips to the East Coast, Pittsburgh, Baltimore and 
Chicago. Bob golfed and spent precious time with family, including his seven grandchildren and many 
friends. He especially enjoyed taking his grandkids for rides in his Chevy SSR and golf cart at Pike 
Lake, which his family bought for him after receiving the diagnosis. Bob even helped to organize a 
Guelph Ingrams reunion with longtime Ingrams pitcher, Ron Robinson last October, that was very well-
attended and brought Bob a lot of pleasure.  

"Bob's genuine beaming smile never really waned until the last week of his life" shared Marti. Even then 
he managed to try to bring a smile to our faces despite knowing we were about to lose him."  
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VOLUNTARY EXIT/SEVERANCE PACKAGES: 

WHAT TO DO WITH EMPLOYEES ON EXTENDED LEAVES OF 

ABSENCE  

 

Casey M. Dockendorff, Partner, Filion Wakely Thorup Angeletti LLP 

In a series of decisions recently released, arbitrators in Ontario have provided some helpful insight for 
organizations looking to provide Voluntary Exit/Severance Packages as part of downsizing and what, 
if any, implications there are for employees on leaves of absence for medical reasons. 

The Labatt Breweries Decision 
 

In Labatt Breweries Ontario Canada Division of Labatt Brewing Company Limited and SEIU Local 2.on, 
Branch Local # 1, Arbitrator Rick MacDowell held that a voluntary severance package which provided 
employees with payments based on their salary/earnings on their last day worked did not constitute 
discrimination under the Human Rights Code. 
 

In 2008, in the face of the economic downturn, Labatt Brewing was looking to downsize and 
implemented a Voluntary Severance Program (“VSP”).  The VSP was available to the first 70 
employees who applied, in writing, and who satisfied a formula whereby their age plus length of service 
equalled at least 85.  Of the first 70 who applied for the WSP, eight (8) had been absent from the 
workplace for extensive periods of time (all of whom has been in receipt of Long-Term Disability 
Benefits or Workplace Safety and Insurance Disability Benefits).  The payment of the severance on the 
VSP was based on an employee’s hourly rate on their last day the employee actually worked, resulting 
in lower severances to those disabled employees. 
 

The Union grieved, arguing that the VSP discriminated against the disabled employees by providing 
them less favourable severance packages as compared to those who took advantage of the VSP while 
actively employed. 
 

Arbitrator MacDowell disagreed with the Union and held that the eight (8) disabled employees had not 
been discriminated against contrary to the Human Rights Code, thus dismissing the grievance.  Relying 
on the Ontario Court of Appeal’s decision in Ontario Nurses Association v. Orillia Soldiers Memorial 
Hospital where the Court state “it is not prohibited discrimination to distinguish for purposes of 
compensation between employees who are providing services to the employer and those who are not”,  
Arbitrator MacDowell reinforced that differential treatment between active and inactive employees does 
not necessarily equate to discrimination.  As such, he held that there had been nothing discriminatory 
about Labatt’s VSP.   
 

The Metro Ontario Decision 

In Metro Ontario Inc. v. United Food and Commercial Workers Canada, Local 175 and 633, Arbitrator 
Owen Gray held that a voluntary exit package which was offered only to active employees was not 
discriminatory contrary to the Human Rights Code. 
 
In this case, the employer implemented a second Voluntary Exit Program (“VEP”) to active, full-time 
employees who were 55 years of age or older as of a certain date.  The grievor had been off work for 
almost four (4) years at the time that the second VEP was offered, and while she retained her 
employment status and satisfied the age requirement, she was denied eligibility under the VEP on the 
basis that she was not an active employee.  The union grieved on her behalf, alleging that the VEP was 
discriminatory. 
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Arbitrator Gray dismissed the grievance, finding there was no evidence of discrimination contrary to the 
Human Rights Code.  In this case, the employer argued, and Arbitrator Gray accepted, that while 
employees may be inactive as a result of a disability, they may also be inactive for a number of other 
reasons that have nothing to do with Code based grounds and that since all inactive employees were 
treated the same, the VEP was not discriminatory. Citing both the Orillia Soldiers decision, as well as 
the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in McGill University Health Centre v. Syndicat des employés 
de l’Hôpital general de Montréal, Arbitrator Gray held that the VEP was not discriminatory, noting (at 
para. 52):  

The VEP payment was compensation for an employee’s giving up a future 
wage stream at rates higher than those at which the employer could pay a 
new hire for the same work.  It was not discriminatory to withhold such a 
payment from someone who could not work to earn such wages, just as it 
would not have been discriminatory to withhold the wages themselves from 
someone who could not work to earn them. 

Accordingly, the grievance was dismissed.     

Practical Considerations 

Oftentimes, particularly during difficult economic times, employers find themselves looking for unique 
ways to save money or reduce the working force without significant financial liability.  Offering voluntary 
exit/severance programs may provide an opportunity to achieve those results.  However, often 
employers are left wondering what, if anything, they are required to offer those employees who are off 
work for reasons related to disabilities.   
 

The above two decisions provide some helpful insight into how employees on leave owing to a disability 
must be treated in the context of voluntary exit packages.  However, it is important to note that that not 
every distinction of this nature will be found not to consitute discrimination.  For example, in the Metro 
Ontario case, if the employer had simply excluded only those employees on Long-Term Disability, and 
not those on WSIB or some other form of leave of absence, it is likely that an arbitator (or human rights 
tribunal) may have  come to a different conclusion.  Accordingly, in designing these plans, it is best to 
carefully consider the eligibility requirements in advance to ensure you do not run afoul of any collective 
agreement requirements or the Human Rights Code. 
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GET IN THE HABIT OF ONGOING PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 

WITH THESE THREE TIPS 

Karen Knox, Regional Manager, Halogen Software 

“Performance management: The secret ingredient” was a bold chapter title in Deloitte’s 2015 Global 
Human Capital Trends report. For HR professionals, this finding is likely no surprise, due to a growing 
realization that the traditional once-a-year performance review process is ineffective and actually 
damages employee engagement.  
 

Instead, we’re seeing an emerging trend towards organizations building a culture of ongoing 
performance management, which I discussed in the Fall issue of The Echo. It is well recognized that 
performance management is no longer a once a year process and employees who receive ongoing 
feedback are more engaged and productive in their role.  
 

There are a several well-established strategies you can put in place to build a culture of ongoing 
performance management. Let’s look at three ways managers can provide valuable coaching and 
feedback for employees.  
 

Review performance on projects 

Since projects are launched and completed as needed, they provide excellent opportunities for 
managers to provide feedback and coaching on performance. Before a project begins, participants 
should establish clearly defined goals, expected deliverables and timelines so everyone understands 
what is expected of them and how the project supports the organization’s goals.   
 

By having a focus on the details of the project and what steps will be taken to ensure its success, 
managers and employees will have specific examples of performance to discuss. End-of-project 
debriefs are particularly valuable opportunities for internalising lessons learned during the course of the 
project and provides information that can be used in creating development plans. 
 

Projects may be led by someone outside the normal reporting relationship, providing opportunities for 
employees to broaden their experience and managers to gain another leader’s perspective on their 
employee’s performance. This allows individuals who have worked together on a given project the 
opportunity to offer feedback on each other’s performance through multi-rater assessments, which is 
another best-practice that fits very well within the overall strategy of providing ongoing performance 
management. 
 

Gather peer feedback 

Multi-rater assessments, also known as 360° reviews, can be a formal or informal method to solicit 
input on employee performance from individuals engaged with them in various roles. When effectively 
implemented, multi-rater assessments can provide a more accurate, credible and well-rounded picture 
of employee performance compared to what individual managers can observe on their own.   

To be effective, multi-rater assessments should be aggregated from feedback by other individuals 
directly involved with the employee. Questions should be focused on the competencies that are most 
important to the employee’s development and to the organization’s needs. Individuals providing 
feedback should also be instructed in the process and assured that their feedback will be anonymous 
and used for employee development, not compensation decisions.  When employees know that 
feedback is coming from multiple sources — or what they’re hearing is repeated consistently — they 
are more likely to accept this information as more representative of their performance. They’re also 

http://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/at/Documents/human-capital/hc-trends-2015.pdf
http://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/at/Documents/human-capital/hc-trends-2015.pdf
https://www.pshsa.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Fall2015-EchoNewsletter-OMHRA.pdf
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more likely to adopt a recommended change or engage in development to improve their performance 
in this area. 
 

Good performance management is about building the relationship between manager and employee – 
ensuring open and honest conversation around expectations, coaching and development and 
reinforcing behaviours through feedback and recognition. This brings us to the third example of how 
managers and employees can engage in ongoing performance management: Check-in discussions.  
 

Dedicated one-on-one time  

A regular check-in between managers and employees is a deceptively simple and very effective tool 
for coaching. This scheduled conversation can be used to review projects and performance goals, 
discuss development progress, plan for upcoming activities and debrief past work assignments.  

The manager’s commitment to spending one-on-one, employee-focused time is itself a powerful 
engagement tool. Unfortunately, most managers feel ill-equipped to guide effective check-in 
discussions that involve performance feedback and too often check-ins are the first thing to be dropped 
from the calendar during crunch times. Even worse yet, managers use regular check-ins as an excuse 
to micromanage employees.  
 

Helping managers understand the importance and potential of employee-focused conversations is the 
first step for success. The second step involves providing managers with the training and the tools, 
such as coaching and feedback templates to help direct conversations. This ensures that managers 
and employees are making the best use of this strategy.   
 

Remember the goal of ongoing performance management 

These three examples – project reviews, multi-rater assessments, and check-ins – are effective 
components in building a strategy of ongoing, employee-centered performance management.  As with 
so many HR management practices, these strategies will only be as successful as they can be, if 
managers are provided with proper training and tools.   
 

At its core, performance management is intended to improve the performance of employees. It’s not 
about a score or a forced ranking. It’s about making employees better at every opportunity, and aligning, 
engaging and inspiring your people to achieve the results that matter to your organization – all year, 
not just once a year.  
 

The entire process should be ongoing – from coaching and feedback conversations, to goal setting and 
revising, to continuous improvement through development planning, and finally, assessing 
performance.  

 
Author Bio 
Karen Knox is a Certified Human Capital Strategist, Certified Strategic Workforce Planner, and Regional 
Manager at Halogen Software. In her role, Karen helps HR teams improve their talent management processes 
to achieve measurable business results including higher employee engagement and retention. 

Halogen Software offers an organically built cloud-based talent management suite that reinforces and drives 
higher employee performance across all talent programs – whether that is recruiting, performance 
management, learning and development, succession planning or compensation. 

http://www.halogensoftware.com/
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COMMON MISTAKES IN WORKPLACE INVESTIGATIONS AND 

HOW TO AVOID THEM 

Megan Burkett, Employment and Labour Law, Keyser Mason Ball, LLP 

Workplace investigations are an important function of human resources.  When harassment, bullying, 
or violence occur at work, conducting a workplace investigation can be an effective mechanism for 
resolving such issues. 
. 

However, organizations should ensure investigations are conducted properly, in a timely manner and 
that the investigator is trained in conducting workplace investigations.  There are implications when a 
workplace investigation is not properly conducted.  This can include legal action against an 
organization, damage awards and the impact on the employees within the workplace.   
 

Here are some common mistakes in workplace investigations: 
 

(1) Failing to Investigate 
 

There are organizations that fail to investigate informal or formal complaints. While not every issue 
raised in the workplace requires an investigation, there are legal obligations or consequences for failing 
to investigate.  Under the Occupational Health and Safety Act, there is a specific legal duty to 
investigate incidents and complaints of workplace violence and harassment.  With respect to 
harassment and discrimination under the Human Rights Code, the duty emerges from case law and 
the failure to investigate can also have an impact on damage awards.   
 

Morgan v. Herman Miller Canada Inc., 2013 HRTO 650 
Scaduto v. Insurance Search Bureau, 2014 HRTO 250 (CanLII) 
 

(2) Not Responding in a Timely Manner 
 

Once a compliant has been raised, some organizations take months to get back to employees on the 
outcome of an investigation and what steps, if any, will be taken.  This can leave the complainant in a 
difficult position, feeling that their concerns are not being dealt with or left working in a negative work 
environment.  
 

Pilon v. Cornwall (City), 2011 HRTO 1695 
 

(3) Failing to Provide Particulars of the Allegations 
 

The respondent is entitled to know the allegations being made against him or her, the details with 
respect to those allegations and an opportunity to review documentary evidence the investigator is 
relying on.  Otherwise, the ability of the respondent to respond to the investigations can be impacted.   
 

Ogden v. CIBC, (2014) B.C.S.C. 285 
Azeff and Bobrow v. CIBC, 2013 QCCRT 299 
 

(4) Not Remaining Neutral 
 

A workplace investigation is to be neutral and provide an opportunity for the respondent to respond to 
the allegations.  If the investigator is biased, comes in with a pre-determined mindset, or presents the 
evidence in a way to obtain a pre-determined outcome, all of these issues impact the integrity of the 
investigation and the outcome.   
 

Cromwell v. Leon’s Furniture Limited, 2014 CanLII 16399 (NSHRC) 
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(5) Unskilled Investigator 
 

Having an untrained investigator can result in a number of problems.  Issues emerging from the case 
law include the failure to properly put all of the allegations to the respondent, not interviewing relevant 
witnesses, and the failure to put the appropriate documentary evidence to the respondent.   
 

Disotell v. Kraft Canada Inc. 2010 ONSC 3793 
Boucher v. Wal-Mart Canada Corp., 2014 ONCA 419 
 

(6) Not Advising the Parties of the Outcome 
 

The complainant and the respondent are entitled to know the outcome of the investigation. This is an 
important procedural step in the investigation process.  Risks of not disclosing the outcome are that a 
complainant may escalate the matter further, such as filing an application with the Human Rights 
Tribunal, or an impact on damages that are awarded.   
 

Pilon v. Cornwall (City) 2011 HRTO 1695 
 
 

Megan Burkett is a lawyer at Keyser Mason Ball’s employment and labour law group.  
She conducts workplace investigations for organizations in the areas of harassment, 
discrimination, and bullying.   
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ONTARIO INTRODUCES BILL 132:  NEW REQUIREMENTS ON 

WORKPLACE INVESTIGATIONS 

Asha Rampersad, Lawyer and HR Advisor, Bernardi Human Resource Law 

LLP 

In March 2015, the Ontario Government published an Action Plan entitled “It’s Never Okay: An Action 
Plan to Stop Sexual Violence and Harassment”.   The Action Plan contains 13 proposals that are aimed 
at preventing sexual harassment and violence in the workplace, schools, housing and hospitals.  Bill 
132 adopts many of the recommendations contained in the Action Plan with respect to combatting 
sexual violence and harassment in the workplace and the broader community.  

If passed, Bill 132 will create substantial obligations for your organization to comply with.  Provided 
below are highlights of the proposed legislation:  

 The current Occupational Health and Safety Act (“OHSA”) definition of workplace harassment 
will be expanded to include “workplace sexual harassment”.  Sexual harassment will 
subsequently be defined to cover sex, sexual orientation, gender identity and gender 
expression.  The definition of sexual harassment is consistent with the definition of sexual 
harassment found in the Ontario Human Rights Code.  The Bill does not contain any restrictions 
on a worker from launching a human rights complaint while complaints of sexual harassment 
are being investigated in the workplace.  

 Extensive obligations will be placed on your organization to adopt workplace harassment 
programs and adopt mechanisms to ensure that incidents or complaints of harassment and 
violence are appropriately investigated, with the results communicated to complainants and 
alleged harassers.  The parties will also be entitled to be informed in writing of the results of the 
investigation and any corrective action taken.  This language suggests or leaves open the 
possibility that parties to an investigation may have to be told in writing if any disciplinary action 
has been taken or will be taken against the alleged harasser as a result of the investigation.  

 Your organization will be required to conduct investigations into “incidents” or complaints of 
workplace harassment.  This language suggests that your organization will have to address not 
only formal complaints of harassment, but will also have to investigate any incidents of 
harassment that come to your attention.  

 Workplace harassment programs must also include procedures for reporting workplace 
harassment to another person in cases where your organization or member of management 
within the organization is the alleged harasser.   

 Steps must also be taken to the extent possible to inform workers that any information obtained 
in a workplace harassment complaint will only be disclosed on an as needed basis to 
investigate the complaint or take corrective action, or as required by law. 

 Workplace harassment programs should be reviewed regularly, and at least once per year. 

 Workers must also be provided with information and instruction on the contents of the 
workplace harassment policy and program.  

 Ministry of Labour inspectors will be given the power to order your organization to bring in an 
impartial third party to investigate an incident or complaint of workplace harassment, including 
drafting a report of their findings. If an investigation is ordered, your organization will have to 
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foot the bill to pay for the investigation and report. At this time, it is unclear what factors will 
guide an inspector to determine whether an investigator is “impartial”, and has the requisite 
qualifications to conduct an investigation. 

 The proposed changes contemplate that reasonable action(s) taken by you or your organization 
relating to the management and direction of workers or the workplace will not constitute 
workplace harassment.  

If Bill 132 is passed, these provisions are scheduled to come into force on July 1, 2016, or six months 
after the Act receives Royal Assent, if earlier. 

If passed, the new legislation will impose significant obligations on your organization.  In order to comply 
with the proposed legislation, it is recommended that a member(s) of your staff receive training on how 
to identify and deal with complaints of harassment and violence and how to conduct workplace 
investigations.  You should also review or create policies if one does not exist to ensure they are 
compliant with Bill 132 obligations.  

Bernardi Human Resource Law will continue to monitor any new developments regarding Bill 132.  If 
you require further information regarding Bill 132, please contact one of the lawyers at Bernardi Human 
Resource Law. 
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BREASTFEEDING:  A “PERSONAL CHOICE” OR A LEGAL 

REQUIREMENT THAT NEEDS TO BE ACCOMMODATED? 

Stephanie Jeronimo and Julia Nanos, Hicks Morley Hamilton Stewart 

Storie LLP 

The answer, of course, is – it depends. This question was recently considered by the Federal Court of 
Appeal in Flatt v. Canada (Attorney General). In this judicial review decision, the Court upheld a finding 
that the grievor’s request for accommodation in order to breastfeed her child for a second year failed 
to establish a prima facie case discrimination.   

The Facts 

Following her third maternity leave, the grievor requested permission to telework from her home, full-
time for a year, in order to continue breastfeeding her child. The grievor had been permitted to work 
under a similar arrangement after her previous maternity leaves. However, in this situation, the 
employer denied the grievor’s request stating that it was not “operationally feasible.” 

Nevertheless, the employer continued to engage in discussions with the grievor and alternative options 
were explored. After several exchanges, however, the grievor returned to her original request to 
telework on a full-time basis. The request was again denied and a grievance was filed. The grievor 
claimed that the employer’s failure to accommodate her was discriminatory on the basis of sex and 
family status and contrary to the Canadian Human Rights Act and the collective agreement. The 
grievance was dismissed by the Public Service Labour Relations and Employment Board.  

The Legal Test to Be Met 

In Canada v. Johnstone, the Federal Court of Appeal considered what was required for a prima facie 
case of family status discrimination to be established. The Court set out the following four elements 
that a claimant must demonstrate in cases where the issue is accommodation of childcare needs: 

(i) That a child is under his or her care and supervision; 

(ii) The childcare obligation at issue engages a legal responsibility for that child; 

(iii) The employee has made reasonable efforts to meet the childcare obligation through 
alternative solutions, and that no alternative solution is reasonably accessible; and, 

(iv) The workplace rule interferes with the childcare obligation in a manner that is more 
than trivial or insubstantial. 

The Decision 

The Court found that whether the alleged discrimination was based on sex or family status, the 
Johnstone test should be applied. The grievor argued that she met the elements of the Johnstone test 
because she had a “legal obligation to nourish her son by breastfeeding him.” 

The Court disagreed and found that in this case, breastfeeding during work hours was a personal choice 
made by the grievor, not a legal responsibility she owed to her child (the second element of the 
Johnstone test). The Court found that while there may be circumstances where there could be a prima 
facie case of discrimination related to breastfeeding, there would need to be evidence demonstrating: 

[33]  …For example…the particular needs of a child or particular medical 

condition requiring breastfeeding; the needs of an applicant to continue 
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breastfeeding without expressing her milk; and the reasons why the child 

may not continue to receive the benefits of human milk while being bottle-

fed. This list of examples, of course, is not exhaustive. The purpose of 

such evidence would be to establish that returning to work at the 

workplace is incompatible with breastfeeding. 

In addition, the grievor failed to meet the third element of the Johnstone test because she made no 
reasonable effort to find a viable solution. Although the employer had “generally agreed” with one of 
the proposals, it had raised reasonable concerns which still needed to be addressed. Rather than 
address these issues, the grievor abandoned that arrangement entirely and reverted to her original 
request to telework from home on a full-time basis for one year. 

As a result, the Court found that the grievor had failed to meet the second and third elements of the 
Johnstone test and therefore had failed to establish a prima facie case of discrimination. However, the 
Court was careful to point out that it did not wish its reasons to be understood as “trivializing 
breastfeeding”: 

[38]  The medical profession and numerous health organizations 

encourage mothers to breastfeed babies, praising, inter alia, the benefits 

of human milk on the immune system of young children. The applicant 

chose to breastfeed her children and respect must be had for her decision. 

This case is not about that choice but rather about the difficulties of 

balancing motherhood and career. It is about balancing the rights of 

mothers and that of employers having regard to the basic principle that 

one must be at work to get paid. The test for establishing prima facie 

discrimination is well entrenched in Canadian jurisprudence. In the case of 

breastfeeding, the onus is on working-outside-the-home mothers to make 

a prima facie case of discrimination. Unfortunately in this case, the 

applicant failed.  

Implications for Employers 

It is important for employers to realize that this case does not state that breastfeeding is a personal 
choice in all circumstances; rather, each such request should by analyzed on a case-by-case basis. If 
faced with a request to accommodate breastfeeding, employers should engage in discussions with the 
employee and consider creating reasonable solutions that will meet both parties’ needs, up to the point 
of undue hardship. Employers may also want to consider requesting medical documentation to 
substantiate the employee’s need for accommodation, particularly in situations where a solution may 
not be feasible.   

Navigating accommodation issues can be difficult in any situation, 
particularly when addressing unfamiliar territory such as family status. 
Hicks Morley specializes in advising employers in all areas of labour and 
employment law, including human rights and accommodation issues. 
Stephanie Jeronimo and Julia Nanos specialize in labour and 
employment issues facing municipalities. If you have any questions about 
any workplace issue, please contact Stephanie at 416-864-7350 or Julia 
at 416-864-7341, either of whom would be pleased to assist you. 
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MROO RETIREE BENEFITS PLAN                                  

POLICYHOLDERS TO SEE NEW SERVICES AND PLAN 

ENHANCEMENTS IN 2016 

Holly Ewing-Murphy, Vice President Retiree Benefits, ENCON Group Inc. 

The MROO Retiree Benefits Program continues to evolve and grow. Every year, we work with leading 
insurance providers to design health, dental and travel benefits plans aimed at delivering 
comprehensive coverage to your employees in retirement. This September, we announced that the 
MROO Annual Travel Insurance Plan has been enhanced to offer longer trip durations of 30, 45, 60, 
90, 120, 150 or 180 days each during the policy period. It is designed for seniors who travel extensively 
every year. The plan can often be less expensive than purchasing insurance each time a trip is taken. 

In addition to the MROO Annual Travel Insurance Plan, we’ve made several enhancements to the 
MROO Health & Dental Care Plan:  

 Vision Care benefit will be increased from $225 to $250 

 Accidental Dental benefit will be increased from $3,500 to $5,000 

 In 2016, your retired employees will also have access to the following new benefits offered 
under the Health & Dental Care Plan:  

o YourNurse: a caregiver support service for insured persons and their families.  
YourNurse offers personalized nursing expertise for the challenges associated with 
caregiving and eldercare. To learn more, visit www.yournurse.ca.  

o Alliance Pharmacy Group (APG): our new preferred pharmacy provider delivers 
substantial cost savings to insured persons.  When they fill their prescription drugs with 
the Alliance Pharmacy Group they are covered 100%. To learn more, visit: 
www.alliancepharmacy.ca.  

Contact us today 

For more information about MROO’s Retiree Benefits Program or to order insurance brochures for 
your retiring employees, please visit www.encon.ca/mroo, call ENCON Group Inc., MROO’s 
insurance program manager, at 1-800-363-7861 or email us at mroo@encon.ca. You are invited to 
schedule a complimentary pre-retirement meeting now for your employees. Our educational seminars 
help them to prepare for health care costs in retirement. 

 

 

 

http://www.yournurse.ca/
http://www.alliancepharmacy.ca/
http://www.encon.ca/mroo
mailto:mroo@encon.ca
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CONSIDERATION:  FORGET IT AND YOU’LL REGRET IT! 

Julia Nanos and Stephanie Jeronimo, Hicks Morley Hamilton Stewart 

Storie LLP 

It is a fundamental principle of contract law that, in order for a contract to be enforceable, consideration 
must be exchanged between the contracting parties. In other words, each party must provide something 
beneficial or valuable to the other, in order for the contract to be enforceable. An example of 
consideration in the employment context is the exchange of money for services. This exchange is the 
consideration (or “glue”) that holds the written or unwritten contract together. 

In November, the Ontario Court of Appeal released its decision Holland v. Hostopia.com Inc., a case 
that will provide helpful guidance to all employers on the importance of consideration. More specifically, 
this case provides a stark reminder to employers of the importance of providing consideration at the 
time the employment contract is formed (i.e. before the employee’s first day of work). The introduction 
of any new terms of employment after the employee has begun work for the employer will require fresh 
consideration, failing which the new terms will be unenforceable. 

The Importance of Fresh Consideration 

At issue in Holland v. Hostopia.com Inc. was the enforceability of a termination provision contained in 
a written employment agreement that was presented to the employee after he had already begun 
working for the employer. The Court of Appeal found that the termination provision, which purported to 
limit the employee’s entitlements upon termination of employment to the statutory minimums under the 
Employment Standards Act, 2000 (“ESA”), was unenforceable due to lack of consideration. 

The employee had commenced employment with the employer pursuant to an offer letter. That letter 
did not contain a termination provision but it did state that the employee would be required to sign a 
separate employment agreement. Nine months later, the employee was presented with and signed an 
employment agreement which contained a termination provision purporting to limit his entitlements 
upon termination to the statutory minimums. In addition, the employment agreement purported to 
increase the duration of the non-competition and non-solicitation provisions, which had been outlined 
in a Code of Business Conduct and Proprietary Rights Agreement that had been presented to the 
employee nine months earlier. The employee was terminated from his employment with the employer 
after seven years’ service, found similar work three months later and sued for wrongful dismissal. 

The Court of Appeal found that the employee did not receive any consideration for signing the 
employment agreement, and therefore that it was unenforceable. In coming to this conclusion, the 
Court rejected the assertion that continued employment itself constituted fresh consideration: 

[52] It is well-settled that a promise to perform an existing contract is not 

consideration […]. Fresh consideration was required […] 

The Court also found that the trial judge’s conclusion that the offer letter and employment agreement 
formed one contract was incorrect. It held that the employment agreement contained a term 
inconsistent with the offer letter – namely the amount of reasonable notice (or pay in lieu) that would 
be provided upon termination of employment. Given that the two documents were inconsistent in at 
least this respect, they could not be considered one contract: 

[49]    […]     [T]he two documents were not consistent. They differed in at 

least one very material respect. Once accepted, the Offer Letter 
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constituted a complete contract of employment. The appellant was 

employed pursuant to the Offer Letter for some nine months before he 

signed the Employment Agreement. It was an implied term of the Offer 

Letter that he was entitled to reasonable notice prior to the termination of 

his employment […] 

[50]    […]     Instead of providing for reasonable notice, [the Employment 

Agreement] limited the appellant’s entitlement to notice of termination to 

the statutory minimum set out in the ESA. There was no evidence of any 

discussion of the subject prior to the appellant’s acceptance of the Offer 

Letter, no evidence that he was told that the Employment Agreement 

would contain terms inconsistent with the Offer Letter and no evidence 

that he agreed to waive his right to reasonable notice of termination when 

he signed the Offer Letter. Accordingly, the Employment Agreement 

introduced a new, very material term, into the existing contract of 

employment – a term to which the appellant had not previously consented 

and for which he received no consideration. 

The Court concluded that, having failed to provide the employee with fresh consideration for signing 
the employment agreement, the employer could not rely upon the termination provision contained in it. 
In other words, the implied term of reasonable notice in the offer letter could not be displaced without 
the employer providing something new of benefit to the employee in exchange for him signing the 
employment agreement.  

Implications for Employers 

This case serves as an important reminder to employers that, when hiring employees, all terms of 
employment should be presented to the individual before he or she commences employment. Fresh 
consideration should also be provided for any new contract(s) or contract amendment(s). Failure to do 
so may mean those new terms are unenforceable – an outcome that the employer may not have 
contemplated or budgeted. 

Julia Nanos and Stephanie Jeronimo specialize in labour and employment issues facing municipalities. 
If you have any questions about any workplace issue, please contact Julia at 416-864-7341 or 
Stephanie at 416-864-7350. 
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WELCOME TO OUR NEWEST OMHRA MEMBERS 

Alisa Craddock, Director of Corporate Services/Treasurer, Municipality of West Nipissing 

Lynda McKimm, Human Resources Advisor, Town of Smith Falls 

Donna Iamanaco, Human Resources Consultant, Niagara Falls Public Library 

Vesna Barbe, Human Resources Manager, Town of Whitchurch-Stouffville 

Misti Ferrusi, Human Resources Generalist, Niagara Peninsula Conservation Authority 

Jeff Long, Senior Manager, Corporate Services, Niagara Peninsula Conservation Authority 

Vivian Geneski, Human Resource & Labour Relations Manager, City of Oshawa 

Laura Lancaster, Acting Manager of Human Resources, Town of Halton Hills 

OMHRA ECHO  

The OMHRA ECHO is currently published four 
times a year in the spring, summer, fall and 
winter, by the Ontario Municipal Human 
Resources Association.  Mail to the ECHO should 
be addressed to the Co-ordinator, at the e-mail 
address below.  Members receive this publication 
as part of their membership dues. 

CO-ORDINATOR  

Jennifer Di Martino     

(519) 941-2816 Ext. 2522   

Email:  jdimartino@dufferincounty.ca  

The OMHRA ECHO is meant to be a forum for the 
exchange of information and opinions.  
Contributors are fully responsible for their texts and 
the opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect 
the views of OMHRA.  However, the editors 
reserve the right to refuse submissions or to edit 
for brevity or clarity, or gender neutrality.  Texts 
may be reproduced without authorization, provided 
the source is acknowledged.  
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